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1. Details
   a. Change Requested: Change credits from 2 to 4; change prerequisite for the following electives: 
      - Applied Analysis for Educational Leadership [HEGIS # 0824707]
      - The College Student: Issues and Support Programs [HEGIS # 0827737]
      - Current Issues in Education [HEGIS # 0827739]
      - Current Issues in Higher Education [HEGIS # 0827741]
      - The Curriculum of Higher Education [HEGIS # 0827742]
      - Diversity and Educational Leadership [HEGIS # 0828706]
      - Higher Education Governance [HEGIS # 0827746]
      - Issues in School Governance [HEGIS # 0827749]
      - Issues in Survey Research [HEGIS # 0824709]
      - Leadership and Educational Philosophy [HEGIS # 0828728]
      - Negotiating [HEGIS # 0827706]
      - Organizational Communications [HEGIS # 0827708]
      - Seminar on the Psychology of Leadership [HEGIS # 0828718]
      - Special Topics in Leadership [HEGIS # 0828721]

      For each of these courses, the prerequisite should be deleted.

   b. Sponsors: Educational Leadership Department

2. Rationale:
   a. Statement of need for change: The original design of the Doctoral Program in Educational Leadership included an internal review and potential realignment of the program prior to the admission of a second cohort of students. From the inception of the program in June 1997, we have collected evaluative data, both in written and group discussion form, from the students. Now in its fifth semester, the program has retained 17 of the original 18 students. Their development has been considerable, and the feedback that they have provided has been extremely positive. Nevertheless, our commitment has been to make modifications that we believe will strengthen the program further.

      After four semesters, the Educational Leadership Department devoted a retreat to reviewing the data we collected from students and to reexamining the curriculum. The program was designed to focus students on understanding organizations, understanding the changing context in which the organizations serve, and understanding the self as a developing leader. We sought to engage the students in all three strands during each semester. At the same time, we sought to integrate each semester's courses in a synergistic fashion. We found that students' energies were often pulled in too many directions at the same time and that some of our attempts at
integration were more forced than we desired. We have concluded that the basic content of the program has been effective and should be retained; however, the program can be strengthened by focusing students on two strands during a given semester. Such an approach will permit the increased integration of courses such that students will engage in the preparation of a major "product" each semester that will incorporate learning from each of their courses. Each semester will retain a focus on understanding the self as a developing leader, but will center primarily on only one of the other two strands. (This change is responsive to the concerns of students that they have the opportunity to go significantly deeper into an area of research each semester.) Such a change requires re-grouping content among some courses, sequencing courses differently, changing credits associated with some courses, and providing additional emphasis on certain topics.

b. Statement of curricular effect: As currently structured, the program requires students to complete four 2 credit electives. Both faculty and students concur that this does not permit students to engage in sufficient depth of study in any given elective, and that depth is more useful than breadth. Thus, we are restructuring the program such that students will complete two 4 credit electives, one each in the second and third summers.

3. Results of Consultations: No consultations were sought. This change has no effect on any other program since the Doctoral Program in Educational Leadership is a closed cohort program.